
THE GIFT OF SPEECH

Until these creatures discover speech and reason and civilized intercourse,, their sole
means of communication to date being devastating my body where it is medically
vulnerable, sniggering, rolling their eyes, yawning, until any spastic animal responds to
me intellectually, there is not a problem calling them all spastic animals, however many
degrees, real or imaginary, they possess,.spastic monkeys who’ve learned a trade and
think they’re God, brute beasts, bloody butchers, so completely devoid of any education,
either moral or intellectual, that they don’t even realize they’re animals

Until they do me the courtesy, yes, they are such bloody yobs, aren’t they, gutter-vermin,
for all their pretensions.

Won’t they say it in the open? Oh well, who cares what they whine. Who the hell pays
any attention to ball-less offal who whine behind closed doors and absolutely refuse to
say it all openly. Only other filth, o how great is our master that he does not have to speak,
So wonderfully squalid, aren’t they, so bottomlessly squalid, liars and cowards fawned
upon by equally squalid liars and cowards

I need help now, not in ten years’ time when I’m dead.. Of course everyone knows that, ,
even as they whine of course we’re going to help her.

If anyone helped me I might even get access to a doctor I could trust, an army doctor
maybe. Trust any of the vermin of London medicine, you cannot be serious, after 15
fucking years of destroying my body. So maybe I end up in wheelchair. That would
make the filth happy, wouldn’t it, and nothing is more important than keeping filth happy,
that would make Black and O’Mahony and Abraham and Sturridge and Wilson and
Jackson and Hughes and that foul criminal animal Lenz and the tard cunt Logan and all
the rest of the filth happy

You want me to be reasonable about this. Oh, I’m being reasonable I tried to get that
room moved around. I’d be able to walk properly were it not for the raw criminality of
the vermin who run UCH and that’s just the doctors.. I’d be able to walk properly were it
not for the raw vermin of New Labour. OK, you won’t prosecute them or otherwise
expose them. Something between compensation for inertia and 15 years’ back-pay.
Oh and finishing the job, but it has been decided, vermin must triumph, vermin are free
to destroy all decency, all intellect, all civilization..

Really, what the fuck is supposed to happen if anyone helps me, the pantomime dame
shall sue, or possibly one of the other sick sad pathetic ball-less dirty ludicrous little
animals. And what after all, when we get right down to it, is the pantomime dame going
to sue me for, for having the insolence to actually have a metal rod in my back when she
said I didn’t. For making her look a fool, which she isn’t, and a liar and a psychopath,
which she is. Oh, the temerity, the impertinence of actually having spend six months in
RNOH.



And what else, a bunch of tards from the former polytechnics think the country is going
to be outraged at my saying so when they’ve spent 15 years proving that they’re stupid
and disgusting mad mindless animals. Ain’t the tard cleaning-boy stupid, ain’t it
fucking illitrit, then it can engage with me intellectually

The evidence is in my back, the evidence is in the hole in my hip from where bone was
taken to pack the fusion. You really want me dead, don’t you, and you’re just
deliberately killing me slowly, the evidence buried.

The charge is attempted murder on the grounds I’m not dead yet.. Start with the
pantomime dame, O’Mahony, Sturridge, Abraham, Wilson, and the whole of London
medicine and the fat foetid sniggering tards of nurses.Oh you can imagine an animal like
O’Mahony, a witch-burning bigot peasant, jabbering oh I’m so mad, oh I don’t respect
doctors, and all clucking, and agreeing how evil and mad I am, and they’re all raving
bloody mad, they really believe they’re set on high and everyone else knows that and
regards Doctor and Nurse with awe and terror, i and mummy wiped her raw red hands on
her pinny and bobbed a fucking curtsey when Doctor came to the house and that too is so
fucking obvious, .peasants who’ve never read a bloody book in their lives, don’t think,
can’t think, don’t think anyone else should think either, never met anyone educated, these
animals who think they prove their ineffable superiority by crawling around behind
closed doors to destroy my body.

Freedom and democracy have no meaning in Medicine, no-one’s heard of them, no-one is
interested, they just don’t exist, it’s all a joke to them.. They’re severely mentally ill,
these creatures. It does not occur to them they’re not set on high to ordain and
command, people are not their property, it does not occur to them to question, to check
facts, If a rabble of spastic animals from the Royal Free said I was lying then these goons
believe them, implicitly, absolutely, like grass is green, it’s dealing with sub-humans,
which remains distinct from their bestiality, whatever they bloody believed, they were not
required to fuck with my body therefore, the assumption of animals that they can cripple
me and get away with it would be beyond belief were it not for the fact that they have got
away with it, were it not for the fact that the whole of medicine is ganged up on me to
protect butchers, fucking butchers, dirt animal vermin, feral criminal traitor vermin. Oh
how the slave-offal want to be obedient, want to be pleasing their masters, it doesn’t
occur to them that their masters’ will is not law, if some psycho freakoid distressingly
sick baboon called a doctor wants to break my back or abolish democracy or destroy my
life, well, am I not a mad silly little girl for objecting, a rebellious slave-girl, none of it
means anything to these freaks, equality of rights, individual sovereignty, accountability,
none of it is anything a freak sickoid animal of a doctor or a nurse or a manager has to
take seriously. I’m not saying believe me. I’m saying to a rabble of sick filth let us
have all the facts out in the open. Oh no, that’s not possible

How these wordless mindless thugs, these bloody brute beasts, bestial filthy criminal
vermin bloody dare treat me like a naughty little girl - they dare. They are Doctor and
Nurse and now they’ve won. Now the vermin are going to bloody destroy me, After all,



rebellious slaves get killed, what do I expect. All of them bloody triumphant, nothing can
touch their dirty evil mad world of lies and filth and degradation, and they can go on
fooling the world they’re educated civilized professional people

Oh they are all so fucking confident, these dirt creatures, confident I shall be destroyed
and no-one will ever know what filth they are, no-one will ever know that the
grand-daughter of Labour public servants on both sides took on the ruthless murdering
maiming criminals called doctors and nurses and they destroyed her, because not one
stinking dirty cunt will help me. Anything to sate the bottomless spite of animals.
Forced to sit there year in year out taking it from the fat foetid tard butcher women, the
sexist pig face fat vermin, go and play with your dolls, dear, stop being a little silly and
pretending to be an intellectual.

They all enjoy it of course, enjoy killing me slowly. I’ve upset tards, and criminals snd
fascists and traitor and the scum of the fucking earth. You die for that. What after all
am I dying for the rule of evil, the rule of fascism, the rule of sick dirty, disgusting filth
animal offal, so doctors can go on lining their fucking pockets, because it’s just
impossible to do anything, it would be upsetting, it would be unacceptable, think of all
the private patient income they’d lose.

Good to know medicine is absolutely reliable, democracy is to be destroyed and doctors
will not shrink from the task, no matter is said, no matter what is done, cunts of doctors
are adamant, there can be no question of their dirty little fascist world being disturbed,
doctors and nurse can be relied upon to do their bit in destroying the free world, doctors
and nurses absolutely won’t hear of freedom and democracy.

Not one animal in University College London Hospitals is prepared to stand up in public
and support me, uphold a free and democratic country in which people are not routinely
crippled by cowardly psychopaths. I have said: in the end I shall have nothing to lose. I
will disgrace and expose you even if it means committing a crime and you can all have
the bloody pleasure of explaining yourselves to the civilized world, explaining why you
absolutely refuse to help and support me, reveal that you are fascists and traitors
committed to the destruction of freedom and democracy, and then the mindless fascist
anti-intellectual mongol mechanic butchers of medicine can be thrown out of every real
university in the country, exposed as the offal they are, the enemies of all education, all
learning, all reason, apes who think people get crippled for being capable of thinking.


